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Chapter 1: INTRODUCI'ION 

1 March 1984 

Contents of Chapter I 

1.1 History 

1.2 Guest Observers 

1.3 CFA Scientific Staff associated with BO data reduction 

1.4 Updatins Procedure, LOG, and pasination. 

1.1 Hhtor:r 

Tho Einstein Observatory (known as HEAO-B before launch) was placed in near 
earth orbit on 13 Nov 1978. Tho mirror system produced an X-ray image at the 
focal place with a scale of 1 mm = 1 arcmin. Details concerning the mirror may 
be found in an article by Van Speybroect (SPIH, Vol 184, Space Optics, p2, 
1979). The focal plane detectors included two Imasins Proportional Counters 
(IPC) with angular resolution of - 1.5 arcmin and energy resolution of AE/E-1; 
three High Resolution Imagers (HRl) with angular resolution - 4 arcseo; an 
Objective Gratins Spectrometer (OGS); a Focal Plane Crystal Spectrometer 
(FPCS); and a Solid State Spectrometer (SSS). The SSS was operated by Goddard 
Space Flight Center and tho FPCS was managed by MIT; neither of these 
instruments will be discussed in this manual. The Monitor Proportional Counter 
(MPC) was a separate detector co-aligned with the mirror pointing direction. 

Initial Testing 

During Nov and Dec 1978 the various focal plane instruments were tested and 
scientific observations were atarted. A high background aplotch was found on 
one of the HRis ("BRI-2"), so that detector was no longer used. "BRI-1" was 
never used (it had a thick window) and thus "the" BRI for most of the mission 
was "BRI-3". Only one IPC was used; the other waa known from pre-fUsht tests 
to be inferior with bad local distortions. It served as a back-up, but was 
never needed. 

This period represents the bulk of the BO mission. In 1an 1980, the gas 
flow into the IPC was reconfisured in order to use the porous plug in the 
back-up IPC to recover the desired controlled leakase. This reduced the eztreme 
temperature sensitivity of the IPC gain, and obviated the need for high voltage 
adjustments during IPC observations. 
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CHAPTER TWO: The EO Colllputer System 

1 March 1984 

2. 0 PURPOSE and GLOSSARY 

2.1 SYSTEM STRUCTURE 

2.1.1 
2.1.2 
2.1.3 
2.1.4 
2.1.5 

2.1.6 
2.1.7 
2.1.8 

Hardware Configuration 
Command Line Interpreter (CLI) 
Directories and Pathnames 
The Searchlist 
M600 Disk Configuration 

2.1.5.1 
2.1.5.2 
2.1.5.3 

SYSTDI Disk 
USER Dbk 
DATA Disk 

Acce1s Control Lists (ACL) 
HELP files 
CLI lfacros 

2 • 2 USEFUL MACROS and COIDIANDS 

2.2.1 
2.2.2 
2.2.3 
2.2.4 
2.2.5 

File Listing Commands 
Directory Change/Display Commands 
File Transfer Commands 
Searchlist Change/Display Commands 
Miscellaneou1 Macros/Commands 

2.3 SYSTEM OPERATION 

2.0 

2.3.1 
2.3.2 
2.3.3 
2 •. 3 .4 
2.3.5 
2.3.6 

Louing On 
Batch Streams 
The CLEAN Program 
The Editor (ED) - Short Summary 
The Editor - A lonser description 

PURPOSE AND GLOSSARY 

This chapter is intended to provide new users with a roush knowledge 
of the internal structure of the Einstein M600 and enough information to 
run programs described in Chapter 8. More ostensive documentation is avail-
able in the computer room for users vith more advanced experience or needs. 



P2.1 

For convenience, we list here a glossary of t.erma used by Data General 
or invented for our own operatins system. 

2.1 

2.1.1 

ACL 

BATCH 

CLI 

CLEAN 

DIRECTORY 

FILB 

MACRO 

PATHNAME 

PERMANENCE 

SEARCHLIST 

access control list - a file attribute to control 
which user(s) have access to the file 

batch streams are available for users to run jobs 
"away" from the console 

command line interpreter- Data General's program for 
user interface with the operating system is waiting for 
input when you see the ) 

Einstein program to delete unused files 

A file which contains files ••• a local disk storage area 

a unit of disk storage containing data or software 

a series of CLI commands stored in a file ••• readily 
e%ecuted by the CLI 

a chain of directory names which shows the location of 
a file on the disk 

a file attribute which renders it immune from 
deletion (under some conditions -- see CLEAN 
section 2.3.4) 

list of directories to be scanned if access to a 
particular file is desired and the file is not found 
in the current working directory 

SYSTEM STRUCTURE 

Hardware Configuration 

The Einstein 11600 User Computer System is designed to support three 
types of activity: scientific software development, SAO data analysis, and 
Guest Observer data analysis. To achieve this aim, the hardware on the 
M600 is configured as follows: 

a. 3 200-megabyte Zebra disk drives arranged as follows: 
- System disk 
- User disk 
- Data disk 

b. 15 terminals distributed as follows : 
- 5 computer room terminals for general use 
- 1 t.v. room terminal 
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to the overall "inverted tree" directory structure. 

You can use the CLI to make your way around this inverted tree directory 
structure. The first concept to understand is the idea of being "in" a 
directory. The CLI always has some "working directory", a directory to 
which you have local access. To display your current working directory, use the 
CLI command: 

) DIR 

The pathname of your current working directory is displayed. 

The first directory you will encounter is your "user" directory. This 
will be a space on the disk reserved for you. This user directory will in turn 
be in the "user directory directory", or UDD. UDD itself is a sub-
directory of the root directory. Thus, for example, if your username is 
SAM, your user directory pathname may be specified as :UDD:SAM. Your user 
directory is always initialized as your working directory when you log on. 

The files in your working directory are ready for access, meaning that 
you do not have to specify full pathnames to identify them. For example, if 
the :UDD:SAM directory were your working directory, the files contained in it 
could be referenced directly using just the filenames. You may obtain a list 
of files in your working directory using the CLI FILBSTATUS command (abbrev-
iated "F"). Thus, just entering "F" will list all files to which you have 
local access. 

Files in your working directory may be accessed using templates. 
Templates are special characters which tell the CLI which filenames you 
wish to specify. For example, to search for all files ending in ".IMG", 
you would type : 

) F +.IMG 

The template, in this case is the "+". This tell& the a..I to match any 
character string to the "+". The F command will list only filenames which 
match thia template. The F command with no arguments assumes the "+" template 
alone. Thus the commands "F +" and "F" will perform the same function. Other 
templates exist: 

( hyphen ) match any character string without periods 
• ( asterisk ) match any· sinsle character 

You may also use the DIR command to change your working directory, by 
supplying an argument specifying the desired directory. For example, 
if you wish to move to another user's directory whose username is SPADE 
you would type: 

) DIR :UDD:SPADB 
)DIR 

:UDD:SPADB 
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utility directories contain often used macros and programs, and are by default 
included in all user's aearchlists. Data bases and prosram archives are also 
stored in directories on the system disk. This disk is intended to be primar-
ily a "read only" disk, as apparent by the nature of the files stored there. 
Some important contained on the system disk: · 

:UTll. 
:HUTll. 
:DB 
:HSOURCE 
:COMPILER 

general system utility software 
BEAOB utility software, scientific programs 
data base storage directory 
program source archive directory 
high-level language compilers (FS,F77,PASCAL) 

These directories are READ ONLY areas, to be modified ONLY through standard 
archival procedures. 

2.1.5.2 USER disk 

The USER disk contains the directory UDD ( or the user directory 
directory). This directory contains all of the user directories for everyone 
with an M600 account. When you log on to the M600, the system initializes 
your working directory to be your user directory. Thus, if you are user SAM, 
your initial workins directory will always be :UDD:SAM. 

User directories are provided to CFA users and Guests for the 
development of software. Each CFA and Guest user directory is presently 
alloted a maximum of SOOO disk blocks (512 data bytes per block). These 
directories are backed up by copying them to magnetic tape weekly, but 
users may wish to do their own tape backups from time to time. (Data aides 
are available to instruct users in the use of tape drives.) 

User directories should be kept as clean as possible at all times. 
If there are seldom used files in your user directory, they should not be 
kept on tho disk, as a full disk will impact system performance. You may 
check your disk space usage by using the CLI SPACE command. Just issue 
the command SPACE in your user directory. The maximum, current, and 
remainins disk blocks in the directory will be displayed. If a directory 
has srown to its maximum size, this error will be reported: 

OON'I'ROL POINT DIRECTORY JIAX SIZE EXCEFJ>ID 

To correct this situation, some file(a) will have to be deleted. Use the 
DELETE command to delete files: 

) DELETE/V <file templates) 

2.1.5 .3 DATA disk 
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The SPEC directory is not for use by 1eneral M600 users. It is space 
reserved for special prooessinJ, mostly of MPC data. Please do not attempt to 
create files in the SPEC directory. 

Access Control Lists (ACL) 

Each file on the Einstein system has an associated Access Control 
List, or ACL. This ACL is used to specify which users will have access to 
the file. The CLI command ACL is used to set or display a file's ACL. To 
display ACLs : 

) ACL/V <file templates) 

This command will display all filenames matching the templates with their 
ACLs. To set a file ACL: 

) ACL (file template> <access list> 

The access list for ACLs has this format: 

user,access,user,access •••• 

There are five access codes which may be assiJned to an ACL: 

0 - the user has "ownership" of the file, meaning 
that he/she may change the ACL or delete file 

W - the user may vrite to the file, that is, chanse 
its contents 

A - "append" access, meaningful for directory files 
only, means the user may create files in the 
directory 

R - user has read access to the file, or, if it is a 
directory file, esamine filename list in the dir-
ectory (via F command) 

E - user may esecute the file, or, if it is a directory 
file, use the filename in a pathname 

For esample, if we are to set the ACL of a file such that user CFA has all 
access types: 

) ACL FILE CFA OWARE 

To set the ACL such that user CFA has all access types, and all other users 
have read and eseoute access: 

) ACL FILE CFA OWAIE + RE 

The + template will match all usernames. If ACLs are not set to allow you 
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write your own more useful macros very easily, using the CREATE command. 
Tho CREATE command takes as an argument the name of tho file you wish to 
create. With a /I switch you may enter text directly to the new file as it 
is created. This is done in the following way: 

) CREATE/ I FOO. O.I 
)) 
) ) TIME 
) ) DATE 
)) DIR 
))) 
) 

- a double prompt is displayed 
- you type the text for FOO.CLI 

- enter a ) when finished 
- normal prompt is returned 

You have just created a macro which is ready for execution. The editor 
should be used to create more complex macros. 

There are a number of macros vhich are regularly used on the Einstein 
computer system. A list of standard Einstein macros and their usage follows 
in· section 2.2. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.2 USEFUL MACROS and COMMANDS 

LISTING COMMANDS 

Command : FILESTA'I1JS ( F ) 
Call: 

F <file templates) 
Description: 

Obtain list of files in working directory matching templates. 
Switches: 

Details on available switches may be obtained using "BELP/V F". 

Macro: FD - Display Directories 
Call: 

FD [<filel),(file2), ••• ] 
Description: 

This com.and worked identically to the 
except that it finds only directories. 
the file type, creation time, creation 

O.I "FILESTATUS" command, 
It will normally display 

date, and file length. 

Macro: FND - Display Non-Directory files 
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Macro: IMDIR - Puts the user into an IMAGES directory 
Call: 

IMDIR <sequence number) 
IMDIR/0 (sequence number) 
IMDIR/1 <sequence number) 

Description: 
The IMAGES directory to the specified sequence 
number is made the user'• current workins directory. The REVO 
IMAGES directory is assumed if no switch is present, and the REVl 
IMAGES directory will is assumed if IMDIR/1 is specified. If no 
sequence number is specified then IMAGES:REVO or IMAGES:RBVl will 
become the current directory (dependins on the switch value). 
NB: The IMAGES directory is a READ ONLY data base. Any attempt to 

write into it will result in tho error WRITE ACCESS DENIED. 

2.2.3 File Transfer Commands 

Command : MOVE 
Call: 

MOVE (destination directory> (file templates) 
Description: 

The MOVE command moves copies of files from a working directory 
to another directory, as specified by the first argument. The 
second and subaequent argument(s) specify tho file templates 
which will be moved. No second arsument -assumes that all files 
in and subordinate to the current workins directory will be moved. 
Use this command with carer 

) More details may be obtained via "HELP/V JIOVE". 

Macro: DMOVB - Move files from current directory into a data directory 
Call: 

DMDVE (user> [<file1),(filo2), ••• ] 
Description: 

This command moves copies of the specified files from the current 
workins directory to the specified user's data directory. File 
templates may be used. 

Macro: UMOVE - Move files from current directory into a user directory 
Call: 

UMOVE (user) [<file1),(file2), ••• ] 
Description: 

This command moves copies of the specified files from the current 
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USEA (user) 
Description: 

Adds the :UDD:<user> directory to the current searchlist. 
This is useful when a user wants to run programs from a data 
directory and access program files which are in a· user directory. 
To restore the previous SEARCBLIST use the CLI "POP" command. 

Macro: IMSEA - sets the current "SEARCBLIST" to include the specified IMAGES 
directory 

Call: 
IMSEA</0,/1) <sequence) 

Description: 
This is useful when a user wants to run programs from a directory 
and access data files which are in IMAGES. IMAGES:REVO or IMAGES:REVl 
are specified by the switch value. The REVO directory is assumed if no 
switch is present. 
To restore the previous searchlist use the CLI "POP" command. 

Macro: ADDSEA - Set current SEARCHLIST to include the specified directories 
Call: 

ADDSEA <dirl,dir2, ••• > 
Description: 

This is useful when a user wants to add directories to his/her 
searchlist. To restore previous searchlist, use the CLI "POP" 
command. (This should be done as a matter of course when the 
user is finished "using" tho added directories.) 
Note: Maximum number of directories allowed in a searchlist: 8 

Kacro: HSEA - Reset the SEARCBLIST to the default BBAO-B SEARCRLIST 
Call: 

BSEA 
Description: 

Resets the searchlist to the logon default of :BOTIL,:UTIL,:PER 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
2.2.5 Miscellaneous Macros/Commands 

Command: BYE - Log off the aystem 
Call: 

BYE 
Description: 

This command will terminate your CLI and log you off tho system. 

CoJUDand: CR.BATE - (CR) create a filo 
Call: 

CREATE <filename) 
Description: 

This command will create a file as specified. Only one arsument 
is allowed. and it must be a full filename (no templates). 
For details on CREATE options, uae "BELP/V CR.BATE'". 
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to another user. 

Command: PERMANENCE - (PERM) aet,change or display a file's permanence attribute 
Call: 

PERM <file <ON or OFF> 
Description: 

Each file has a permanence attribute which may be set or unset 
using this command. The permanence attribute, when "ON", renders 
thee file iliDilune from deletion until the permanence is turned "OFF". 
The command, with one argument, will only show permanence status. 
The second arsument, when used, must be either "ON" or "OFF". 
More help is available via "BELP/V PERM". 

Macro: PERMED - Edit a Permanent File 
Call: 

PERMED <filename> 
Description: 

This macro is useful in editing permanent files. Note that after 
editins. the file is left permanent, resardless of its orisinal 
state. 

Macro: PERMDEL - Delete a Permanent File 
Call: 

PERMDEL [<filel),(file2), ••• ] 
Description: 

This macro works identically to the CLI "DELETE" command, u:cept 
that it sets the file's PERMANENCE attribute to "OFF" before deleting. 

Macro: NOBRI - delete all break files 
Call: 

NOBRI 
Description: 

This macro should be used to delete BKK files caused by TRAPs, etc. 
It is a sood idea to TYPE the macro NOBRK.CLI before usins it to 
see which file templates will be deleted. 

Macro: PRINT - print an ASCII tezt file on the system printer 
Call: 

PRINT (file templates> 
Description: 

This command queues the file(a) specified to the system printer. 
You may have to wait a short while to set your output if the 
queue is full. Check the queue by typins "QD". 
BE SURE THE FILE YOU ARE PRINTING IS AN ASCII TEXT FILE! 

Command: RENAME- ohange a file's filename 
Call: 

RENAME <old filename> <new filename> 
Description: 

Chanses a filename. This command takes two and only two arguments. 
The file remains the same. only the name has been ohansed. 
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Description: 
This command is used to run other programs from the CLI. 
CLI execution is suspended until the program is finished. 

2.3 SYSTEM OPERATION 

2.3.1 consoles 

Consoles allocated for scientific use are located in room B306. 
All consoles are Digital VT100's. and on each console is a tag which 
refers to how it is identified by the computer (e.g. OON3 OON4, etc.). 
Any of the five consoles in B306 are available for general use. 

You should use the console sign-up sheet in B306 to reserve a console 
during daily working hours. 1ust initial the time block you wish to reserve 
on the sign-up sheet. This sheet is usually located on the bulletin board 
just inside the door of B306. 

There is also a console in the "TV room" (8302) across the hall from 
B306. This console also has a sign-up sheet of its own on the door. The TV 
console is reserved for users who wish to use the HIP image display, but it 
is available for general use if it has not been signed for. 

The measuring engine in room B343 also has an M600 console. This 
console has a sign-up sheet as well, and is reserved for users of the 
measuring engine. If no names appear on the sian-up sheet, this console 
is also available for general use. 

2.3.2 logsins 

Once you have procured a console, you may log on to the Einstein 
system. If your console is not already logged on, you should see this: 

••• SAO DEVELOPJIENT I TYPE NEW-LINE l'O BEGIN LOGGING ON ••• 

This message is the mark of an idle console. To log on, just type RETURN. 
The computer will request your USERNAME and PASSWORD, and if correct, 
will log you onto the system. When you see the CLI prompt ")", the system 
is awaiting your input. 

Special console characters exist to give you more control over your 
console's input and output. The "no scroll" key will stop output to the 
console when pressed once, and will continue output when pressed asain. 
The "delete" key will erase the last character input to the console. A 
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a job could very well (and often does) run all nisht. 

Applying a "/I" to any of the above batch commands will allow you to input 
more than one line of input to the batch stream (similar · to CREATE/I). 

To display the current queue entries, use the <LI command "QDISPLAY", 
abbreviated "QD". The list of queue entries will show some useful information. 
Each queue entry is accompanied by a username and a sequence number (not to be 
confused with the Einstein observation sequence numbers). 1obs 
which are currently active will be marked by an asterisk. You should be able 
to recognize your job in the queue display (if you have made a batch request). 

If you make a mistake in a batch request, you can effectively remove 
the entry by uains tho "QCANCBL" command: 

) QCAN <sequence number> 

where "sequence number" is obtained from the queue display . QCAN also will 
terminate an active batch job. 

2.3.4 The CLEAN proaram 

The CLEAN program runs nightly on the H600'a data disk. This program 
is meant to delete files which have not been accessed for a specified period 
of time. The CLEAN rules apply to the followins directories: 

:Z3:BBDATA - This is the directory which contains all users' 
data directories. Most files in these directories 
have a life span of 14 days unaccessed. DEOON files 
will be deleted after 2 days unaccessed. Permanent 
files will be kept for 30· days unaccessed before they 
are deleted. No cleaning here on Saturday or Sunday. 

:Z3:IMAGES - This is the image file directory. The files contained 
here will be deleted after 10 days unaccessed. Permanent 
files will not be deleted. 

:Z3:RBDATA:EINSTEIN - This is a special data directory, to be used 
as everyone's scratch space . Piles in this 
directory are deleted after 2 unacce·ased days. 
Permanence makes no difference in EINSTEIN. 
No cleaning here on Saturday or Sunday. 

The CLEAN prosram leaves a los, in :<LEAN.LOG, which may be typed 
to see which files were deleted the previous night. 
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Z Move the cursor to the end of the text. 

Writes out all the chanaes you have made and re-opens the file. 
Preserves chanses made so far in case editing is aborted for any 
reason. 

W Writes out and closes the file you are currently. editing. 

GX Closes the file you are currently editins without writins out 
the changes you have made. 

Ofilename Opens the named file for editins 

H Exits. the editor . After a delay of a few seconds (at most). the 
CLI prompt will reappear. 

There are also some "instant" commands, which are used without the 
LINEFEFJl oo1111and delimiter. The "direction" keys (at top riaht of keypad on 
VTlOOs). are used to position the cursor to the left or risht of the current 
position, or to the next line up or down from the current line. The PFl-4 
keys at the extreme riaht of the keyboard will move the cursor 6 positions 
up,down,riaht, or left. 

Buffer commands are useful as well, mostly for movins chunks of text 
from one place to another within the same file, or to another file. Refer 
to the editor manual to find out about those (red books in 8306). 

2.3 .6 BASIC GUIDI! 'IO EDITING ON Tim S230 AND J!!1 11600 (Lonaor Description) 

This writeup covers basic procedures and possibilities available to the AOS 
editor. For more complex problems, please see tho SAO DISPLAY TEXT EDITOR 
1liANUAL. 

OONVENTIONS USED IN THIS ftiTEUP 

Commands are shown in LARGE TYPE. 

Arsuments are shown in parentheses, in small type. DON"T INCLUDE TUB 
PARENTHESES WHEN TYPING IN THE ARGUMENT I 

Soreenodit oontrol characters (as described on the terminals) do not 
operate in the editor. 
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the editor. This is important when you are constructing files which will 
have columns. You can use the M (move) command on a file which is empty 
of characters but has lines of blanks set up. Forinstance, if you want 
to fill in elements in a col11111n 14 spaces from the left marain you"d 

14MII(whatever-you-want)8S 
(Without blanks, the CP would move instantly to the end of the file.) 

There is some danger of creating very long lines and not realizing you 
have done so. If you set up a file using blanks, remember to delete the 
number of blanks you replace with your entries. For example: 

14MSI(whatever-you-want)Sl9DSS 

Thus you have the same n11111ber of total spaces as before you entered 
(whatever-you-want). This may be a bit fancy ••• 

LINE TOO LONG Occasionally you will bring a file into the editor and the 
message LINE TOO LONG will appear. This may happen for the reason cited 
above, or because you have accidentally appended one ·line to the next 
durins editing. It is sometimes difficult to locate Ions lines. Try 
typins TTIS. TTSJ cuts all lines which extend beyond the 
screen. The portion which was hidden is printed below the bosinins of 
the line. Yon will have to look throush the file to find such lines. 
This can be a pain in a Ions file, so try to avoid the problem! To 
restore the display to normal, type TTIS asain. (TTIJ . 
doesn't chanse the file. only how it is displayed.) 

ENTERING THE EDITOR 

You can either bring a file into the editor or you can create a file 
once you are there. 

To brins a file into the editor, type: 
)ED (filename) 

The current display will clear. A line of information will appear at 
the top of the screen. The first 18 lines of the file will be displayed below 
that, followed by a row of dots. When you type commands, they will appear under 
the row of dots. YOU AUTOMATICALLY CREATE AN OUTPUT FILE BY USING THIS FOIUIAT. 

The line of information at the top of the screen 
CURRENT-DIRECTORY INPDT-FILB,OUTPUT-FILE CURRENT-PAGE 
-rho radix is decimal by default but it can be changed. 

shows the following: 
NEXT-PAGE RADIX* TIME 

See the MANUAL. 

If there is an asterisk in either the input or the output file's space, 
you either didn't brins a file into the editor or haven't created an output 
file. 
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THE lEY LABELED PF3 JlOVB CURSOR BACK SIX SPACES 
THE lEY LABELED PF4 MOVE CURSOR FORWARD SIX SPACES 
Cl'RL U MOVE CURSOR TO BEGINNING OF TEXT BUFFER 
Cl'RL B )I)VB CURSOR ONE LINE DOWN 
Cl'RL R MOVE CURSOR BACK 4 CJIARACTER.S 

Cl'RL z 
Cl'RL B 

The following commands may or may not redraw the screen. 

MOVE TO END OF FILE (OR CURRENT PAGEC ) 
MOVE TO BBGINING OF FILE (OR CURRENT PAGE*) 

•More about page division later. 

To move the CP a certain number of lines, type No. of-lines-desired 
followed by L. You can move toward the besining of a file by typins a 
negative number. 

12L (moves you twelve linea toward the end of your file.) 
-12L (moves you twelve lines toward the besinins ••• ) 

INSTANT INSERT MODE 

Probably the sinsle most useful aspect of the editor is the INSTANT 
INSERT mode. As its name implies, it allows you to type chanaes directly into 
the text. To set into INSTANT INSERT, type : 

CTRL N 

The words INSTANT INSERT will appear under the line of ·dots to show you 
you are in that modo. 

You can move the CP usins the usual controls. Insert or delete whatever 
you wish directly. You may want to so in and out of INSTANT INSERT. Some tasks 
are much easier to accompli•h usins editor commands. To set out of INSTANT 
INSERT, type another CTRL N. 

BASIC TEXT FJHTING COMMANDS 

S Search this requires an arsument. S(whatever-you-want)SS 

C Chanse - this requires arguments. C(whatever)S(to-whatever-you-want)SS 

I Insert - requires an argument, obviously! I(whatever)88 

D Delete - you can delete any number of characters. 
Examples: DSS (cause• the character under the CP to vanish) 

lDSS (does the same as DSS) 
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MORE EXOTIC STUFF 

If you have fairly complex command lines to use, chances are you will 
get tired of retyping them. You can put command lines into a buffer. Type the 
command as usual. Execute it. Then type a CTRL F. Your command will appear as 
if it were a file being edited. You can edit it if you need to. If you want to 
put it in a buffer, use the (#-of-lines)XMII command. Then type another CTRL F. 
Do whatever you need to do until you need the command line(s), type CTRL F, 
XGII, CTRL F and you have the stored command line(s) back •. 

GLOBAL CHANGES 

If you have written a paper in the editor and have 
satellite every time you wrote it, you will want to make a 
so, type the command in square brackets. In the example 
type : 

[Csatelitelsatelllte1111 

misspelled the word 
slobal change! To do 
given above, you'd 

You will 
means that the 
until it reached 
word MISSING. 
file. 

set the message MISSING on an otherwise blank screen. That 
command line has been executed each time it found "satelite" 

the end of the file and didn't. find another one. Hence the 
Just hit a RETURN and the CP will return to the beginins of the 

To insert a margin, you can type: 

[S(carriage-return) 
II(tab-or-spaces)llll 

NOTES ABOUT FILE FORMATS 

There are 64 lines per printed paso on the M600 versatec. If you LCXP a 
file (LCXP is a command which you give outside the editor. It causes a file to 
be printed lengthwise on the page.) you'll only get 62 lines because the title 
of the file will appear at the top left, followed by a blank line. 

The computer will automatically make pages if yo'ur file is more than 64 
lines Ions. These will be marked with page numbers if you LCXP the file but not 
if you just print it. 

TO EDIT A VBRY LARGE FILB 

If you know the file you are editing is very large, besin editing by 
typing 

)BD/C=35 (filename) 

This creates the larsest possible buffer space in the editor. 
still get a CORE FULL error message. Type a RETURN if that happens. 
need to create an output file. Type: 
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